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European Energy Journal

Certification of TSOs, opinions of the European Commission
A critical analysis by T. Starling and T. Karlovsky of 48 Commission opinions on the unbundling of vertical integrated undertakings, that deviate sometimes from the strict wording of the Directives.

Electricity storage: Need for a particular EU policy to facilitate its deployment and operation?
S. Ruester, X. He and J. Vasconcelos identify viable business models and show how relaxation and harmonisation of market rule setting could facilitate the cross-border exchange of flexibility resources.

Appeals against decisions of the European Agency for Cooperation of Energy Regulators (ACER)
O. Beynet welcomes the new tailor-made system of review with ‘unlimited jurisdiction’ to regulate the regulators, offering energy companies legal certainty within short-time periods.

Network codes and (formal and material) boundaries to EU action in the electricity and gas sectors
Using real-life and fictive examples, C. Marchi and C. Musialowski pronounce the unequal burden sharing between the European Network of Transmission Operators, ACER and the Commission.

The settling of maritime boundaries in the Mediterranean: You may not want to play but you have to share
M. Charalambous devises a legal strategy for Greece, Cyprus and Egypt to force Turkey to accept, de facto, international jurisdiction for the pipelines to the Leviathan and Aphrodite gas fields.

Law making
State of play and perspectives of the negotiations in the European institutions

Case law
The General Court of the CJEU finds adjustments to artificially low gas prices paid by Russian fertilizer producers to be lawful under Anti-Dumping law

Book reviews
Meliconi (Fidenza/Giglioli, Codice dell’energia); F. Castro-Rodriguez, El sector energético español

Country reports
Ireland: Three cooperation mechanisms may help to export, physically or statistically, Ireland’s vast surplus of renewable energy resources

On the scene
The cricket and the art